. Calibration graph for o-phthalaldehyde assay, plotted for the absorbance of Ch standard solutions in (•) 0 M NaCl, (•), 0.2 M NaCl, (•), 0.4 M NaCl, (•) 0.6 M NaCl, (•) 0.8 M NaCl solutions and GEL standard solutions in (•) deionized water at λ = 340 nm vs. the concentration of chitosan or gelatin. All measurements were conducted three times. Figure S3 shows the variation in the fraction of the Ch film dissolved, M D , and the degree of film swelling, Q, upon its incubation in NaCl, Na 2 SO 4 , and CaCl 2 solutions, both plotted as a function of the solution ionic strength. In Figure S3A , for all solutions, the extent of Ch film dissolution decreased with an increasing ionic strength, with a M D reducing from 45% (deionized water) to almost 0 for NaCl, Na 2 SO 4 , and CaCl 2 solutions at ionic strengths of 0.8, 2.4, and 2.4 M, respectively. The effect of a specific ion can be compared for salt solutions at an ionic strength of 0.6 M: the values of M D in the NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions were similar, while film dissolution in the Na 2 SO 4 solution was suppressed. Furthermore, for CaCl 2 and Na 2 SO 4 solutions with a similar ionic strength of 1.2 M, weaker film dissolution was observed in the Na 2 SO 4 solution. Figure S3b shows the variation in Q after Ch film incubation in NaCl, CaCl 2 and Na 2 
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Q showed a strong dependence on the type of solution it was exposed to. For films incubated in NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions, the value of Q increased with ionic strength, that is, from 630 to 985 to 1220%, corresponding to the deionized water, NaCl at an ionic strength of 0.8 M and CaCl 2 solution at an ionic strength of 1.8 M, respectively (in CaCl 2 solutions at ionic strength of 2.4 M the GEL films completely dissolved). When comparing film swelling in the salt solutions at the ionic strength of 0.6 M, the Q values for the GEL films exposed to NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions were close, i.e., 940 and 890%, respectively. In solutions containing the divalent anion SO 4 2-, the swelling of the GEL films, first, increased from 630 (deionized water) to 750% in the Na 2 SO 4 solution at an ionic strength of 0.2 M, and then decreased with increasing ionic strength to 307% at 2.4 M.
The enhanced swelling of the GEL films with increasing ionic strength of NaCl solutions was caused by the polyampholyte nature of GEL, which has both amine and carboxyl groups in approximately 36 mmol 6 and 100 to 115 mmol per 100 g, respectively. 7 In our work, the NaCl solutions had 5.2<pH<5.5, that is, close to the isoelectric point of GEL of 4.7 to 5.2. 7 Under these conditions, both positive NH 3 + and negative COO -groups co-existed on the GEL chains ( Figure   3 .12). In ionic solutions, attraction between these groups was screened by the counterions, e.g. Na +
and Cl -ions, thus resulting in weaker attraction within the polymer and an increased water penetration between polymer chains and enhanced swelling. 8 Figure S4 . Stability of GEL films in ionic solutions. 
